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Application Performance 
Monitoring: Dynatrace
Is your defect escape-rate wreaking havoc on production goals, 
especially for individual or composite apps hosted in the cloud or 
containers — and the microservices that are critical to them? 

Would it help to pinpoint issues earlier in the release cycle before 
users find them and you get slammed by management? 

Maybe you’re looking into application performance monitoring 
(APM) but not quite sure how to apply it?

Relax. Your day just got better. 

Orasi’s fast-track plan empowers you to 
quickly leverage a top solution recognized 
for unrivalled monitoring of clouds, 
containers and microservices.

Dynatrace:  Probing Oversight of Every 
Environment, No Matter Where It Resides

To help our customers surmount the challenges of service quality 
in remote, disparate environments, we hand-picked Dynatrace 
for its innovation and top rating in the Gartner Magic Quadrant. 
As a fully authorized reseller, Orasi and its APM experts will work 
closely with your teams to ensure the optimal configuration — 
and unqualified success — of your Dynatrace deployment. 

Our experts perform a deeply probing discovery, mapping 
every application in your stack — from line-of-business and 
productivity apps to database applications — along with 
infrastructure, third-party processes and other network elements 
that impact reliability and performance. 

Then, we help you maximize your investment by providing an 

app experience that will delight every user. 

Performance Boosting Tip: 
Shift APM Left into Testing

While the most apparent use case for APM is in a 
production environment, we have identified what may 
be an even more valuable tactic: APM in conjunction 
with performance testing. Why?

Get insight into defects and system weaknesses 
before a user clicks, taps or swipes. 

Orasi is committed to helping firms utilize APM where it 
makes the most sense, and that’s not always exclusively 
in a production environment. 

With the information performance testers glean from 
APM incorporated into every testing cycle, teams 
can resolve most, if not all, issues before release to 
production.

For the greatest likelihood of 100% defect-free 
software, many of our customers elect to use 
APM in both testing and production.
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Why Choose Dynatrace? 

Running with a built-in artificial intelligence solution, Dynatrace 
provides real-time monitoring of applications to ensure that 
every service and remote call are firing as designed, while also 
monitoring the actual user experience. Autonomous cloud 
management lets teams automate manual work so they can 
spend more time innovating.  For this and many other reasons, 72 
of the Fortune 100 trust this solution to optimize user outcomes.

• Auto-Discovery of Microservices and Containers; 
Continual Mapping of Dependencies: Automatically creates 
a complete, real-time topology of containerized microservice 
architecture and what’s running inside each one. 

• Many Processes; a Single Agent: With OneAgent, 
Smartscape technology automatically detects websites, 
applications, microservices, processes, cloud services, hosts 
and networks, enabling discovery across the full application 
stack, as well as physical and virtual infrastructure, in as little 
as five minutes. 

• Continuous Adaptation to System Changes: 24/7 
monitoring of containers as they are spun up or down; 
automatic, continuous mapping of dependencies, with 
adjustments for changes or performance issues, and 
continuous discovery and relationship mapping in real-time.

• A Comprehensive View: View performance and health 
metrics of top cloud services (public, private or hybrid 
environments) in real time. 

• The Power of AI: The Dynatrace AI engine, Davis, analyzes 
metrics from OneAgent and third-party tools, automatically 
identifying anomalies and performance issues and their 
causes. Using predictive analytics and baselining, it 
determines whether a triggered threshold impacts the 
customer experience.

• On-Target Alerts: For actionable threshold overruns, 
Dynatrace alerts users with root cause details for resolution. 
The platform also enables users to define alert thresholds, 
including scope type, metrics, and values. 

• Digital Business Analytics: The AI engine ties business 
metrics with data flowing through the application 
performance and digital experience modules to deliver 
instant insights about conversions, orders, churn, release 
validation, customer segmentation and more.

Dynatrace offers a robust and diverse application performance 
experience that is unparalleled by nearly every other provider on 
the market. For firms with a cloud/container strategy, whether 
under development or fully mature, it is an invaluable partner in 
achieving performance reliability. To discuss Dynatrace and how 
it would benefit your unique environment, give us a call 
at 678.819.5300.


